montaj Geochemistry How-To Guide

montaj Geochemistry SEMplot
A typical diamond exploration project includes stream, soil, and rock sampling for kimberlite indicator minerals. The
samples are submitted to a laboratory where they are processed by mineralogists, who visually inspect and pick out likely
indicator minerals. The selected grains are then identified by electron-microprobe analysis. To achieve quality results, the
operator selects spots that are free of alteration or foreign mineral inclusions.
Geosoft provides sample data for you to use when working through these How-To Guides. These data files can be found in
your "...\Geosoft\Oasis montaj\resourcefiles\data\geochemistry" folder.
SEMplot (Scanning Electron Microscopy) is a geochemical analysis tool that has been developed to provide a simple
workflow for the analysis of kimberlite indicator mineral grains within the montaj Geochemistry environment. The workflow
includes:
Data import
Mineral identification of the grains based on their chemistry
Display of the selected grains on discriminating graphs
Interactive re-classification
Standard published graphs are included; you can also create you own graphs and overlays. You may use the raw data,
cation, recast, Fe normalized or Fe corrected data stages. The workflow’s dynamic linking ensures maintenance of the
spatial context between the grains on the discriminating graphs, in the database, and on the maps, and makes anomaly
location and target selection quick and efficient.
This How-To Guide introduces you to the following:
Starting a New Project
Working with SEMplot Data
Importing SEMplot Data
Identifying Minerals
Plotting Individual Minerals
Setting Mask Channel
Plotting SEMplot Data
Using Plot Options
Defining Symbol Groups
Creating a New Plot Overlay
Selecting by Mineral and Position
Filtering Data
Calculating SEMplot Stages
You can find the data used in this How-To Guide in the Geosoft install folder (..\Geosoft\Oasis
montaj\resourcefiles\data\geochemistry\). The files to copy to your project folder include, " Kimberlite Indicator Mineral
Grain Chemistry.csv", "KimberliteIndicatorMineralGrainCountSlaveCratonCanada.gdb" and "KIMC_Tutorial.map".

Create a New Project
Working in montaj Geochemistry requires an open project. An project encompasses every item in your working folder,
including the data files and tools used and the state in which you left them, as well as the menus loaded.
The the system assumes that all your project files are located in the same folder.
www.geosoft.com
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To create a Project
1. On the File menu, select Projectand then select New.
The New Project dialog appears.

Oasis montaj assumes that your project data is in the folder containing this project file.
2. Specify a name and location for the project.
3. Click Save.
The system saves the project and indicates that it is open by adding menus to the menu bar, adding buttons to the
toolbar, and by displaying the Project Explorer pane. These are visual clues indicating that you are ready to start
working with the system.

Loading the SEMplot Menus
The SEMplot tools are provided on separate menus that must be added to the menu bar.
1. On the GX menu, select Load Menu
The Load Menu dialog appears.
2. Select semplot.omn and click the Open button.
Two SEMplot menus (SEMplot Data and SEMplot Plot) will be added to your menu bar.
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Working with SEMplot Data
The example in this How-To Guide uses publicly available data. These data are part of the claim assessment report
submitted for work completed in the Northwest Territories. The guide uses the data to showcase the SEMplot workflow and
to demonstrate how quickly you can isolate grains of interest. The Assessment Report data consists of two datasets: the
sample mineral grain counts (KIMC), and the indicator mineral Grain Chemistry (KIDD).

Locating and Downloading SEMplot Data using DAP
The Geosoft DAP technology enables you to quickly and easily locate and download geospatial data from a DAP Server.
The Geosoft DAP Data Server includes the kimberlite datasets that you need to download based on the extents of an open
map.
To follow this procedure you can find the "KIMC_Tutorial map" in the Geosoft installation folder (../Geosoft/Oasis
montaj/resourcefiles/data/geochemistry).
To Open a Map and Download the Mineral Grain Data
1. On the Map menu, select Open Map. The Open Map dialog is displayed.

2. Select map file and click Open. The map is displayed in your project workspace.
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3. On the Seek Data menu, select Seeker. The DAP Server Manager dialog may be displayed.
If the Server Manager dialog appears, click OK to accept the default DAP Servers. Once you are connected,
the Seeker is displayed.

Because the active map has a known projection, which the DAP server recognizes, the Get DAP Data dialog
displays only those data that match the extents of the map.
4. Select the Results tab. The Results page displays the datasets that are available within the map boundary. Any of
these datasets can be downloaded; currently, you are only interested in the mineral count data.
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5. Navigate to the "Kimberlite Indicator Mineral Grain Count" dataset located on the Geosoft Public DAP Server in the
Canada folder.
6. Select the "Kimberlite Indicator Mineral Grain Count" file by selecting the check box, located to the left of the dataset
name. The dataset will be selected for download and if supported, will be displayed in the Preview map window.
7. Select the Download tab.The Kimberlite file(s) you selected for download will be listed.

www.geosoft.com
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8. On the Download page, set the data Download Properties, such as Destination folder, Dataset name and the
Display options, such as Windowing and Coordinate System download options. For this guide, we suggest that you
use the default values.
9. Select the Download All button and the Copyright/Restrictions/Disclaimer dialog appears.
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10. Read the General Terms and Conditions for using DAP data and select the Accept button to download the Kimberlite
Indicator Mineral Grain Count data to your project folder.

Displaying SEMplot Sample Locations
After downloading the indicator grain data, you can display this data to determine the sampling coverage completed in this
area.
To Plot Locations on a Map
1. Open and select the database to use for plotting sample locations, "Kimberlite Indicator Minerals Grain Count.gdb".
2. Open and select the project map, "KIMC_Tutorial.map".
3. On the GeochemMap menu, select Point Plots and then select Location Plot.
The Symbol Plot dialog appears.
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If the current database contains no mask channel, from the Mask Channel dropdown list, select “None”.
4. Select the Symbol from the dropdown list, for example circle.
5. Set the Size (mm).
6. Select the Weight of the line used to draw the symbols.
Click in the Line colour box to display the Color tool.
7. Using the Color tool, select a colour for your symbol (for example, red).
Optionally, click in the Fill colour box to specify a fill colour for your symbol, or leave this as “None”.
8. On the Grouping dropdown list, select how to group the symbols. When the Group by line/group option is selected,
symbol attributes can only be edited for entire lines or groups. When the Individual symbols option is selected, the
symbols can be edited individually.
9. Select whether to Offset symbols?
10. Click OK.The sample locations are plotted to the current map.
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Plotting Kimberlite Indicator Mineral Total Grain Count Data
One of the channels in the Kimberlite Indicator Mineral Grain Count database is the Total Grain Count channel. Plotting this
channel using classified symbols is a quick and easy way to obtain an overview of where the grains are found and the
number of indicator grains at each location.
To Plot Total Grain Count
1. Open and select the database to use for plotting the total grain count data.
2. Open and select the project map.
Using the View/Group Manager Tool, you can hide the location plot by clearing the "SYMB_" check box (
), making the Total Grain Count data easier to view.
3. On the GeochemMap menu, select Point Plots and then select Colour Range Symbols.
The Classified symbol plot dialog appears.
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4. From the Classification channel dropdown list, select TOTAL_GRAI.
5. Select the Number of ranges as 6.
6. If you are using a Mask channel, select it.
7. You can leave the default Symbol values or set them as desired.
8. Select the Ranges button.The Specify Ranges dialog appears.

9. Specify the ranges to be displayed as shown above.
All the values above 50 will be plotted as the 6th level.
10. Select the Sizes button. The Specify Sizes dialog appears.
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11. Specify the Symbol Size for the number of levels you selected on the Classified symbol plot dialog.
12. Click OK to return to the Specify Ranges dialog.
13. Select the Colours button.The Specify Fill Colours dialog appears.

14. Select the colours for each of the levels and click OK to return to the Specify Rangesdialog.
15. Click OK to return to the Classified symbol plot dialog.
16. Click Plot. The Total Grain Count channel is plotted on the map.

www.geosoft.com
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As can be seen from the above map, the samples with the higher grain count concentration are found along a number
of linear tracks. These are the results of the glacial transport from the kimberlitic source. Now you look at the
Indicator grain geochemistry to determine if the grains in these trains are from diamondiferous kimberlites.

Importing SEMplot Data
You can go back to the Geosoft DAP Server to look for the available grain geochemistry data. However, the data are
provided with this How-To Guide as a CSV file. You must import these geochemical data into your project.
There are three data import options, which you select depending on the data source. The SEMplot ASCII and
Database/XLS imports are designed specifically for the SEM data. The import has an auto-scan feature. If all the data are
recognized by the import process, the data are simply imported into a GDB file. If there is some uncertainly, the import
wizard appears; this wizard guides you through the import process. The import file automatically creates an import
template, and the data are imported into a Geosoft database (*.GDB) file. You can always invoke the wizard manually.
The ODBC Database import is also available. However, the import wizard is always run to select and redirect the imported
data fields to the correct SEMplot channels.
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Importing ASCII Data
The SEMplot ASCII import enables you to set the number of displayed decimal places for the oxide channels. Channel
attributes can also be modified after the data are imported using the Edit option from the pop-up menu, accessed by rightclicking the column header cell.
During the import, the data are split and stored in “groups” based on the “anomaly” names. This separation is done to ease
the plotting of samples from the different anomaly locations. If there is no anomaly channel on which to split the data, all the
data are stored under the same user-defined anomaly name.
All the data in the database is “raw” data. Values required for plots, etc., from one of the other “views” (Fe Normalised, Fe
Corrected, Cations, Recast Cations, Ratios) are calculated by the SEMplot system “on the fly”. (See the "Using the Export
Database View Option" paragraph, in the "Selection and Miscellaneous Options" section), to see how these views may be
calculated and saved for inspection.)
To Import Geochemical Data in ASCII Format
1. On the Semplot Data menu, select Importand then select ASCII.
The Import ASCII File dialog appears.

2. Browse to the File to import.
3. On the Import to dropdown list, select New database or Current database.
4. Set the number of Decimal places – oxides.
5. Click OK. The Data Import Wizard – Step 1 of 2 dialog is displayed.
When you click the OK button, the import process scans the file to determine if it can correctly interpret and
import the file. If the file has all of the required channels and no user intervention is required, the file is imported
directly into an Oasis montaj database. However, if the format of the file cannot be automatically determined,
the ASCII Import Wizard is initiated. The Import Wizard can also be displayed manually, by clicking the
Wizard button.

www.geosoft.com
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6. In the Column delimiters section, select the delimiter appropriate to the file type. The display section, at the bottom of
the dialog, displays the column headings in the first row, with vertical lines separating the columns if the correct
delimiters are selected.
7. Click Next>.The Data Import Wizard – Step 2 of 2 dialog is displayed.
This dialog is used to specify the Channel Type and Channel Parameters for each channel imported into the
SEMplot database. The import wizard automatically scans the data and determines, in most cases, which
fields correspond to the appropriate channel types in the SEMplot database. As each column is highlighted in
the display section, the corresponding Channel Type option button is selected. The check boxes indicate that
one or more fields have been identified for the specific channel types.
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8. Select (highlight) the column with anomaly data in the display section and select Anomaly option in the Channel
Type section. The data will be split into individual anomaly groups (lines) based on the values of this field.
This is a required field when importing SEMplot data, and only one Anomaly field can be defined. As there is
no anomaly field in the dataset, you can enter an anomaly name in the Anomaly Name field.
9. Scroll through the channels. Ensure that the East and North channels are either “Not Imported” or “Other”, and that
the X and Y channels are correctly identified as the X and Y Channel Type.
10. The message beneath the display pane changes to Ready to import data.
11. Click Finish. The Create New Database dialog appears.
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12. Enter the New database name.
13. Click OK.The data are imported and displayed in a spreadsheet pane.

All of the channels are currently “Protected”, which is indicated by the black triangles in the upper left corner of
each header cell. To remove channel protection, right-click any header cell, and select Protect none from the
pop-up menu.

Setting Database Projection
To properly locate the imported data, you need to set the database projection. Before you set the projection, you change the
display format of the X and Y channels to Geographic format.
To Set the Database Projection
1. Open the required database.
2. Right-click the header cell of the X channel, and select Edit from the pop-up menu.
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The Edit Channel dialog appears.

3. In the Display section of the dialog, select the Format as Geographic.
4. Click OK.
Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the Y channel.
If you see “**”, in the X and/or Y channel(s), this indicates that the data are too wide for the spreadsheet
column. You can resize the column(s) by using the mouse to side the header cell to the right.
5. Right-click on the X (or Y) header cell and select Coordinate System from the pop-up menu. The Georeference
database channels dialog will appear. (You can also access this dialog by selecting Coordinate System from the
Coordinates menu.)

6. Select the X and Y channelsfrom their dropdown lists.
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7. On the Set as current X,Y? dropdown list, select Yes.
8. Click Coordinate System.
The Coordinate System dialog appears.

9. Select your Coordinate System.
10. Depending on the selection above, complete the information for your geographic projection.
11. Click OK to set the projection and close the dialog.
For information about Projections and Geosoft’s on-the-fly projections, see the Oasis montaj Coordinate
Systems.

Identify Minerals
Because all the plots are based on specific mineral classifications, all grains must be identified by the mineral they
represent.
The Mineral identification option enables you to identify the Kimberlite indicator minerals: garnet, chromite, magnetite,
ilmenite, pyroxene, olivine, perovskite, rutile, and sphene. All other minerals will be classified as “X” (unknown).
Mineral identification uses a linear optimization method to find, from a list of “target” minerals, the one that most nearly
accounts for the balance of oxides recorded for an individual sample. The percentage of the sample that does not fit the
theoretical definition of a mineral is recorded as a residual value.
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The residual number used for the classification is user-specified, with the default value of 25. The smaller the residual
number, the higher the accuracy of the mineral identification. However, the smaller residual number also results in a larger
number of minerals rejected as unknown (missed positives). Using a larger residual number identifies most of the desired
minerals; however, it may incorrectly identify unknown minerals as minerals on the desired list (false positive results). For
optimum results, based on our experience to date, the best balance is ensured by the default residual value of 25.
The following minerals are tested:
Desired Mineral

Elements used

"C" Chromite

(Fe,Mg,Zn)Cr2O4; in addition, aluminum and ferric iron can substitute for
the chromium

"G" Garnet

(Mg,Fe,Mn,Ca)3(Al,Fe,Cr)2(SiO4)3

"I" Ilmenite

(Fe,Mg,Zn,Mn)TiO3

"K" Perovskite

CaTiO3

"M" Magnetite

Fe2+Fe3+O4

"O" Olivine

(Mg,Fe)2SiO4

"P" Pyroxene

(Mg,Fe,Ca)SiO3

"R" Rutile

(Titanium Oxide) TiO2

"Z" Sphene (Titanite)

CaTiSiO5

Identifying Minerals
1. Open and select the geochemistry database.
2. On the Semplot Data menu, select Mineral Identification.
The Identify Minerals dialog appears.

3. In the Mineral channel field, select the channel that stores the identified minerals or give the channel a name such as
'Mineral'.
A single letter is written to the channel; see the table above for the list of minerals and corresponding letters.
4. Set the Maximum residual for identification or leave the default value.
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5. Click OK. The Mineral channel is added to the database. The minerals are identified, and the identification results are
written to the Mineral channel.

To compare the identification results obtained with the different residual values, use a different Mineral
channel name for each residual value.

Mask Channel
The Set Mask Channel option enables you to set the current mask channel or create a new one. The mask channel defines
whether a row of data is selected or not. A dummy is used to indicate that the row is not selected; “1” indicates that the row
is selected. In fact, any non-dummy value is interpreted as “selected”. Any channel can be used as a mask channel; only
those channels whose Class attribute is “MASK” are included in the list. Multiple mask channels can be used to record the
results of the different filters or selections. The latest mask channel specified in any of the filter/selection options is used
when creating plots.

Setting the Mask Channel
1. Open and select the required database.
2. On the Semplot Data menu, select Set Mask Channel.
The Set current mask channel dialog appears.
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3. Use the Mask Channel dropdown list to select the current mask channel (e.g., “Mask”). You can also create a new
mask channel by entering a new name in the Mask Channel field.
4. Click OK.
You can manually create a mask channel by right-clicking an empty channel header cell and selecting New
from the pop-up menu. Specify a name for your mask channel and specify the Class attribute as “MASK”. This
channel will now be recognised throughout the system as a mask channel.

Individual Minerals
Once the grains have been assigned a mineral classification, the discriminating plots can be used. Now you plot all the
garnet graphs.

Plotting Individual Minerals
1. Minimize all open databases.
2. On the Semplot Plot menu, select Garnet Plots and then select All Garnet plots.
All the garnet graphs are plotted. Note that the grains have a wide distribution. In this case, we are only interested in
the G9/G10 garnets, so we will isolate these and plot them on our maps.

www.geosoft.com
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3. Expand the Dawson & Stephens Plot by maximizing the map window.
4. Right-click and select Zoom to Full Map from the pop-up menu. The graph will zoom to the full map window.
5. On the Semplot Data menu, select Selection Polygon.
The Selection polygon dialog is displayed.

6. Use the Mask channel dropdown list to select Mask or Used.
7. From the Selection mode dropdown list, select append, new or remove.
8. Click OK.The cursor changes to a cross-hair, enabling you to digitize your map.
9. Left-click to digitize the area of interest.
10. When you have completed the polygon, right-click and select Done from the pop-up menu. Note that you can undo
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the last point digitized, as well as zoom in and out of the overlay outline.
Once you have finished digitizing, the graphs are refreshed with only the selected data plotted. The data are redrawn
with only the selected grains displayed.

If the graphs do not refresh, set the “Automatic redraw” by selecting Semplot Data|Preferences. Alternatively,
from the Semplot Plot menu, select Replot All.
You can continue refining the grain selection using the Coleman et al. plot. You remove the grains that do not fall
within the Diamond Inclusions overlay shape.

Plot SEMplot Data
The SEMplot system provides you with a set of 19 standard published discriminating graphs to be used for displaying the
selected data, along with the tools for modifying or creating new graphs and overlays.
You can plot multiple plots to a map. Menu options for plotting four, six, and all matching plots, using wildcards, “*” and “?”,
are available. All plot templates that match the selection mask are plotted. The “*” matches any number of characters, and
“?” matches a single character. For example, you could use “*Garnet*” to plot all templates whose name contains the word
“Garnet”. You could use “Garnet?” to plot “Garnet1”, “Garnet2”, etc. Note that the multiple plot options also enable you to
choose different minerals to be displayed on the same page (i.e., Chromite ratio plot, Sobolev garnet, pyroxene triangle, and
ilmenite Cr2O3 v MgO can all be plotted to the same map).

www.geosoft.com
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As an exercise, in this How-To you plot the Garnet – Gurney plot. All SEMplot plots have similar dialogs, with parameters
depending on the requirements of each plot.

Creating a Plot (Garnet-Gurney)
You can create, modify, or plot a SEMplot plot template file. Pre-defined templates reside in the "../Oasis montaj/etc"
directory. Edited and new templates are stored in the "../Oasis montaj/user/etc" folder, so the originals are never
overwritten.
1. Open and select the required database.
2. On the Semplot Plot menu, select Plot.
The Create a plot dialog appears.

3. Use the Template dropdown list to select one of the nineteen available templates (e.g., “Garnet_Gurney”).
4. From the Mask Channel dropdown list, select Mask or your mask channel.
5. From the Plot symbol legend? dropdown list, select Yes.
6. To modify the plot components and/or parameters, click Edit. The Edit the template dialog appears.
To create a new template, you click New. The New Template dialog appears. This dialog enables you select a
pre-defined template to base your new template on.

7. Click Components.The User Defined TRI Plot dialog appears. This dialog enables you to select the Stages (views)
and Oxides (or cations or ratios) used in the current plot.
The dilaog displayed depends on the Template selection from the Create a Plot dialog.
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8. Use the dropdown lists to select the Stage and Oxide or Expression for the Right, Left and Y Axis.
9. When you are satisfied with your selections, click OK.
The Edit the template dialog reappears.
10. Click Parameters.The XY-Plot Parameters dialog appears. This dialog enables you to modify the plot parameters of
the currently selected plot.

11. In the top part of the dialog, specify the Length, Minimum, Maximum and Interval of the X Axis and Y Axis values.
Optionally, specify the second vertical axis, Yr Axis, which is plotted on the right side of the plot.
12. In the central area of the dialog, select to plot either the X and/or Y Axis in Log scale. Specify the X Axis Label, Y Axis
Label (and optional Yr Axis Label) values.
13. From the Mineral Type dropdown list, select the mineral to plot using this template. You can select All Minerals if you
want to include all the data.
14. In the bottom part of the dialog, add Title #1 and Title #2 to your plot template.
15. Using the Grid Markings radio buttons, select to add Tics or Lines.
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16. Check the Draw Overlay check box to enable the Overlays option. Then, in the Overlays box, select from the list of
available overlays.
17. When you are satisfied with your selections, click OK.
The Edit the template dialog reappears.
18. Click OK.
The Create a plot dialog reappears.
19. Click the OK button. The Garnet_Gurney plot is displayed on a map.

Your garnet data are plotted on the Garnet Gurney graph, as shown above. The procedure used for plotting other
graphs is similar to the one described above.

Plotting Multiple SEMplot Plots
The system enables you to quickly and easily plot multiple plot templates to a single map page. The Four Plots per page,
Six Plots per page and All plots matching options use a default map layout that fits the plots to a user-selected map
template. The parameters can all be selected from dropdown lists. The multiple plot options also enable you to choose
different minerals to be displayed on the same map page. For example, the following graph templates can all be plotted to
the same page: Chromite Ratio plot, Garnet Sobolev plot, Pyroxene Ca-Mg-Fe2 plot, and Ilmenite Cr2O3-MgO plot.
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The All plots matching option enables you to use wildcards, “*” and “?”, when selecting the graph templates to plot. The “*”
matches any number of characters, and the “?” matches a single character.
The Replot All option redraws all of the open maps in your current project.
1. Open and select the required database.
2. On the Semplot Plot menu, select Six Plots per page.
The Plot up to 6 maps on a page dialog appears.

3. In the Output map name field, specify a name for the map.
4. Use the Map Template dropdown list to select the paper size you want to use for your page.
5. From the Plot template #1 to #6 dropdown lists, select the templates to plot to your page.
6. Click OK.The six selected graph templates are plotted to a single map page. An example Garnet map would look
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similar to the following image.
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Plotting Options
You can modify the XY Plot and TRI Plot parameters. The plot you wish to modify must be open and selected in your
current project or, for multiple plot maps, the correct plot view must be selected.
For this exercise, we use the “Garnet: Dawson & Stephens Plot” shown previously.

Modifying Plot Parameters
1. Open and select (highlight) the map.
2. On the Map Tools bar, click the Map View Mode icon (

) and then select the plot map.

3. On the Semplot Plot menu, select Plot Options.
The TRI Plot Parameters dialog appears. This dialog enables you to modify the plot parameters of the currently
selected plot.
If you selected an XY Plot, e.g., Garnet: Gurney Plot, the XY Plot Parameters dialog would be displayed.

4. Specify the Parameters for your plot type.
5. When you are satisfied with your selections, click OK to redraw the plot with all the changes you have made to the
plot options.

SEMplot Symbol Groups
You can create and edit symbols, and apply them to your data. Symbols plotted in SEMplot are defined by the group key,
which can be:
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Anomalies (lines), in which case each anomaly gets a single symbol,
Channels in the database, in which case each distinct text value gets a different symbol
There are currently 14 predefined colours and 19 predefines symbols, which means that 266 distinct symbols are available.
One symbol is “held out” to use as the “unassigned symbol”, so there can be a maximum of 265 distinct groups identified in
any one plot.
To Define the Symbol Groups
1. Open and select (highlight) the required database
2. On the Semplot Plot menu, select Define Symbol Groups.
The Symbol Groups dialog appears.

You use this dialog to create, edit and apply symbols to your data. Once a symbol is defined, the symbol definition
information is stored in the database. When the symbol’s grouping is used again, the information is retrieved, and the
current data are matched to the available symbols by examining the group key value stored for each symbol. If data
are found for which no matching symbol is available, it is plotted using the “unassigned” symbol.
3. To select a symbol, click Symbol to access the Symbols dialog. Using the dialog, select the symbol and click OK to
return to the Symbol Groups dialog.
4. To select a colour for a symbol, click Colour to access the Colour dialog. Use the dialog to select the symbol colour
and click OK to return to the Symbol Groups dialog.
5. On the dropdown lists, select the Mask Channel, Group by, and Symbol Size (mm) values.
6. Click Sub Groups to assign sub-groups to the individual group key. This option is used when a text-channel is the
group key. Sub-groups cannot be defined when the group key is “Anomaly”.
7. When satisfied with the symbols and colours you have selected, click Reset and then click OK to save changes to
the database.
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Plot SEMplot Proportional Symbols
The Proportional size symbols option enables you to re-plot all currently open maps using proportional symbols, based on
the values in a given channel. You can select to plot the proportional symbols on all open maps or only on the currently
selected map.
Plotting Proportional Symbols
1. Select the map on which you want to display the proportional symbols. (This option works with existing maps only.)
2. On the Semplot Plot menu, select Proportional Symbols.
The Proportional size symbols dialog appears.

3. Define the desired parameter values.
For detailed information about each of these parameters, click the Help button.
4. When satisfied with your selections, click OK.
5. Depending on the value you set for the Current map or all maps? parameter, either the current map or all open maps is
(are) re-plotted using proportional symbols.

SEMplot Plot Overlay
The SEMplot system enables you to create new overlay groups and new overlay map files based on these groups.
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When you create an overlay group, a transparent rectangle is placed in the group. This is necessary so that the editing
function will have a size to work with. The rectangle size is the same as the view clip extents. Once the group is created,

use the Map Group Editing Bar tools (
) to add annotations, lines,
symbols, text, etc. Once you have completed editing the overlay group you can save it as an overlay map file.
Creating a New Overlay Group
1. Select the map in which you want to create a new overlay group. In this example, we select a Garnet Gurney map.
2. On the Semplot Plot menu, select New Map Overlay Group.
The Create a new overlay group dialog appears.

3. Use the View dropdown list to select the correct view.
4. In the New group name field, type a name for the new group.
5. Click OK.The new empty group is added to the current map.
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The hatch marks around the new group that indicate that the group is currently in editing mode.
6. Add the lines, annotations, text, symbols, etc as necessary for the new overlay.
For procedures, see the Oasis montaj Map Editing and CAD Tools How-To Guide
7. When you are satisfied with your overlay group, you can save the group to an overlay map file.

Creating an Overlay Map File from an Overlay Group
Once you have completed creating an overlay group, you can save this group to a new overlay map file.
1. Select the map in which you created the new overlay group.
2. On the Semplot Plot menu, select Create Plot Overlay.
The Create Overlay from Map Group dialog appears.

3. In the Overlay name field, type a name for your new overlay map file.
4. Using the Map group name dropdown list, select the map group you want to save as a new overlay map file.
5. Click OK.The new overlay is added to the current map.

Select by Mineral and Position
The Select by Mineral and Position option enables you to select a subset of data based on Mineral name and Position.
Mineral names, selected from a dropdown list, are defined in the Semplot_Minerals.csv file (../Oasis montaj/user/csv/).
Different positions on individual grains where the assay is determined can be selected. When a Mineral/Position selection
is made, the selected mask channel is updated.
Selecting Data by Mineral and Position
1. Open and select the database to be subset based on the Mineral and Position channels.
2. On the Semplot Data menu, select Select by Mineral/Position.
The Select by Mineral and Position dialog is displayed.
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3. From the Mineral Channel dropdown list, select the channel to use. Typically, there is only one Mineral channel,
unless you have been experimenting with the various identifications options. Mineral channels must have their
CLASS set to “Mineral” to be displayed on this list.
4. For the Selected Minerals dropdown list, select one or all of the minerals found in the database and defined in the
Semplot_Minerals.csv file. The “X”, or unknown mineral, includes all the data with Mineral IDs not on the list or blank.
In addition, the “All Minerals” option enables you to select all the data, regardless of Mineral ID.
5. From the Selected Position dropdown list, select one of the positions on individual grains, where the assay is
determined. The following options are available: Centre, Edge, Inclusion, and Centre-Edge. Only those items actually
found in the Position channel are available on the list.
6. From the Mask Channel dropdown list, select your mask channel. The mask channel defines if a row of data is
selected or not. A dummy is used to indicate that the data is NOT selected, and “1” (or any non-dummy value)
indicates the row IS selected.
7. Click OK. The mask channel is updated with the selection results.

Filter Data
SEMplot filters are used to select subsets of the data for plotting, export, or other actions. Filters are composed of one or
more logical statements, which are applied sequentially to the data. Numeric filter components work by comparing data in
numeric channels to a given value, and String filter components work by comparing text values to an input text string.
Wild cards are supported for filter matches with strings. Two wild cards are implemented. “*” (asterisk) matches any
number of characters in the string, and “?” (question mark) matches any one character in the string. For example, “12?45”
matches 12145, 12345, 12945, etc., but does not match 123345. “12*45” matches all the above strings.
Applying a Filter
1. On the Semplot Data menu, select Filter.
The Select using Filter dialog appears.
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2. In the Filter field, either select a predefined filter from the dropdown list or specify the name of a new filter.
3. For a new filter, from the Append/New dropdown list, select new.
4. Click New. The New filter dialog is displayed.

5. In the Filter field, type a name for your new filter.
6. From the Based on dropdown list, select a filter. Filters are stored in your "../Oasis montaj/user/etc" folder. The first
time you use the filtering option, the only available filter on the list is your current new filter.
7. Click OK.The Filter Components dialog appears. Use this dialog to create, edit, and apply filters to your data.
Because a filter has yet to be created, there are no components available. New components will be added at the end
of the existing list of components.
8. Click New to create a new filter component.
The Edit Filter Component dialog appears. Use this dialog to create or edit filter components.
9. From the Field dropdown list, select “Mineral”.
10. From the Is equal to dropdown list, select “G”.
11. In the Values Listed section, select the "Filtered" option.
12. Click OK.
The Filter Components dialog reappears.
13. Click Apply to apply the filter to the current SEMplot database.
14. The data are refreshed, and (depending on the user preferences) plots are updated.
The effect of the filter can be removed by clicking Remove.
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15. Click OK to close the dialog. The Select using Filter dialog reappears.
16. Click OK to close the dialog.
The filtering makes use of the mask channel. The selected data points are assigned a value of “1”, and are coloured
red in the mask channel. The unselected points have a value of “0”, and are coloured black. Only the selected points
are plotted. As for the Mineral/Position selection, those values removed from the current selection remain in the
database; selection/de-selection of individual rows of data is accomplished by updating the value in the current
mask channel.

Selection and Miscellaneous Options
This section briefly describes those options available under the Semplot Data menu.

Using the Selection Rectangle Option
The Selection Rectangle option enables you to select data inside a rectangle on an existing map. This “selection by area”
tool may be used on the XY and TRI plots, as well as on regular maps showing sample locations.
If the Enforce Mineral ID on plots parameter (in the Preferences dialog) is set to “No”, all the mask channel values are
processed, not just those of the mineral associated with the chosen plot. By default, this setting is “Yes”; therefore, if the
plot uses, e.g., only Chromite values, then only those rows of data with “C” in the Mineral channel are altered using this
dialog. (The mineral option does not apply to masking on regular maps.)

Using the Selection Polygon Option
The Selection Polygon option enables you to select data inside a rectangle on an existing map. This “selection by area” tool
may be used on the XY and TRI plots, as well as on regular maps showing sample locations.
If the Enforce Mineral ID on plots parameter (in the Preferences dialog) is set to “No”, all the mask channel values are
processed, not just those of the mineral associated with the chosen plot. By default, this setting is “Yes”; therefore, if the
plot uses, e.g., only Chromite values, then only those rows of data with “C” in the Mineral channel are altered using this
dialog. (The mineral option does not apply to masking on regular maps.)

Using the Select All Data Option
The Select All Data option enables you to reset the mask channel values to “1”. The action affects all the selected database
lines (anomalies).

Using the Export Database View Option
The Export Database View option enables you to export a selection of raw or processed data to a new database. The data
“view” or “stage” to export includes "Raw Data", "Fe Corrected", "Fe Normalized", "Cation", "Recast Cation", or "Ratio".
The action affects only the currently selected lines (anomalies).

Setting Preferences
The Preferences option enables you to define a number of settings that affect the functionality of the program. This option
displays the SEMPLOT Preferences dialog.
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You can define/edit the following parameters in the above dialog:
Sort data on input – If set to “No”, the data are stored in the same order as it exists in the imported text file. Setting “Yes”
(default) sorts the data based on three parameters (listed in order of importance): Sample Number, Grain Number, and
Position.
Use Dummies to indicate no data? – When dummy values (indicated by an asterisk “*”) are used to indicate no data,
division by zero or by dummy values yields dummy value results. This enables you to distinguish between cases where
data does not exist and where measured values are actually zero. The default value is “Yes” – use dummies.
Automatic redraw? – If “Yes”, all the currently open maps are refreshed when the current data selection is altered. This
occurs whenever the Mineral/Position values are altered, when the defined filter settings (based on column values) are
altered, or when a selection of the data is made using the Rectangle or Polygon tools. The default value is “Yes” –
automatically redraw the plots when the selected data change.
Plot Symbol legends (normal plots)? – With large datasets containing many symbol keys, the symbol legends can become
quite large, and the graph may be shrunk in comparison so that the entire plot will fit in the plotting window. This option
enables the plots to be drawn without the symbol legends. The default behaviour is “Yes” – plot symbol legends.
Reassign group symbols after filtering? – If set to “Yes” (default), the group symbols are reassigned after any operation,
which alters the set of displayed data in the database. If set to “No”, the original defined group symbol-sample numbers or
symbol-anomaly groupings are used. (For large datasets, this original assignation may include many unassigned groups;
refreshing the groups can help ensure that each group gets a unique symbol and that in any given plot the same symbols
appear in the legend in the same order.)
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Warn about unassigned plot groups? – There are a total of 266 symbol and colour combinations permitted. When there are
more than 265 plot groups, the excess groups are all classed and plotted together as a single "unassigned group" symbol
(number 266). A warning message normally appears during the import routine, and whenever the groups are reassigned
(see the previous parameter), unless this preference is set to “No”. The default behaviour is “Yes” – warn about unassigned
groups.
Current Mineral channel – For the advanced calculation stages, the mineral identification must be known. Select a mineral
channel from the list. Mineral channels are identified by the class name “MINERAL”, and are created either manually or
using the Mineral Identification dialog.
Enforce mineral ID on plots? – Each plot template can be created for a specific mineral. If the mineral ID is enforced in
plots, then only those samples with the correct mineral type are plotted. In addition, the database-map linking is restricted
to only those samples with the correct mineral ID. The default behaviour is “Yes” – only those samples with the correct
mineral identification are plotted.
Plot symbol size (mm) – The size, in millimeters, of the plotted symbols. If this field is left blank, the symbols are
automatically set to be 1% of the plot height. (When plotting 4 or 6 plots to a page, the individual graphs are re-sized to fit
the page, and the symbols are resized as well. However, if the plots on such a page are subsequently redrawn (e.g., using
the Replot All option), the symbols are redrawn with this size.)
Legend text height (mm) – The height of the text, in millimetres, for the legend. (When plotting 4 or 6 plots to a page, the
individual graphs are re-sized to fit the page, and the text is resized as well. However, if the plots on such a page are
subsequently redrawn (e.g., using the Replot All option), the text is redrawn with this size.)

Setting the Administrator-level Preferences
There are two CSV files, Semplot_Oxides.csv and Semplot_Minerals.csv, in the "../Oasis montaj/user/csv" folder, in
which the advanced users can alter the list of available Minerals or Oxides, set the names of the Cation channels that
correspond to the oxides, and set the number of oxygens, cations, molecular weight, etc. The above files are not
accessible through the SEMplot menus. These files must be edited manually using a text editor or Excel. Changes become
effective on the next selection of data (such as selecting Mineral/Position).
The third CSV file, Semplot_Ratio.csv, contains ratio expressions involving the various oxides/cations and views. These
are the selections displayed when the “Ratio” stage is selected when defining plots or filters. Any valid math expression
recognized by the Geosoft expression engine may be used.

Calculate SEMplot Stages
This section describes the procedure (algorithm) the system uses to calculate the SEMplot stages (Cation, Re-cast Cation,
Fe Corrected and Fe Normalised).
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Initial Definitions
Oxide-specific parameters
Individual “raw” oxide weight percentage
Total oxides = total weight percentage of raw oxides

Molecular weight of an oxide
Number of cations in an oxide
Number of oxygens in an oxide
Mineral-specific parameters
Number of cations in the mineral
Number of oxygens in the mineral

Procedure (Algorithm)
1. Calculate the molecular and atomic proportions of oxygen for each of the oxides. For the non-ferric and non-ferrous
oxides:
Molecular Proportion = Oxide weight / Molecular Weight
Atomic proportion (alternatively called “oxygen equivalents”) = Molecular Proportion X
Number of oxygens

2. Convert any ferric oxide (Fe2O3) to ferrous (FeO) before calculating the ferrous molecular and atomic oxygen
proportions:

Molecular Proportion = Oxide weight / Molecular Weight
Atomic proportion (alternatively called “oxygen equivalents”) = Molecular Proportion X
Number of oxygens

3. Sum the atomic oxygen proportions to give the total atomic oxygen proportion.
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Total atomic proportion = sum of atomic proportions for all oxides

4. Calculate the cations: For non-ferrous oxides, it is simply the number of oxygens in the oxide, multiplied by the ratio
of the weight of oxygen in the oxide to the entire oxygen weight, multiplied by the ratio of the cations to oxygens in the
mineral.

For the ferrous iron, it is slightly more complicated, and takes into account the ferric iron conversion.

5. Recast Cations: The cations do not necessarily sum exactly to the number of cations in the given mineral, because
of the Fe conversion. The re-cast cations stage apportions the discrepancy between ferric and ferrous iron in order to
balance things out.
For the non-ferrous oxides, the re-cast cations are simply the cations multiplied by the ratio of the “expected” number
of cations in the mineral, and the calculated value:
Total cations = total of the individual cations.

Recast the cations to sum exactly to the number of mineral cations.

Redistribute the excess cations to the ferric iron, and reduce the ferrous iron amount by the equivalent amount.

6. Fe Corrected Stage: The Fe Corrected stage is similar to the raw data stage, but it redistributes the iron to ferric and
ferrous forms in order to balance the cation numbers for each identified mineral. The remaining oxides retain their rawdata values.

7. Fe Normalised Stage: The sum of the oxide weights in the Fe Corrected stage is not necessarily 100%. The Fe
Normalised Stage merely multiplies oxides (including the corrected ferric and ferrous oxides) by the ratio of the true
sum to 100%, in order to produce a sum of 100%.
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